Allworx goes to
new heights with

Reach

™

SIP mobile phone client

Allworx Reach™ combines effortless communications with complete
mobility. Whether your smartphone is Apple or Android, Reach brings the
rich functionality of your Allworx phone to your smartphone. Both Wi-Fi
and cellular data networks are utilized for Allworx Reach access, so
anywhere there is a signal — from across the room or across
the globe — you are connected.

Take a look at
some of the cool
features of Reach
on a smartphone:
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Intuitive and easy
to read, all Reach
functions are at
your fingertips.
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The Active Call
window gives you a
wealth of information,
including audio quality
statistics.
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Call History, Contacts
and Voicemails are
just a press away.
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Turn page to view
features on a tablet >
Allworx Reach iPhone App
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Allworx Reach
iPad App
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Reach maximizes its smart user interface to make
day-to-day calling effortless, providing information
and options to simplify your life. Manage your calls
and activities from a single, easy to use intelligent
interface.
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You can simultaneously make and receive multiple
calls, transfer and conference them together from
the large, visual call windows.
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Almost every Allworx function is at your fingertips,
including seamlessly transferring any call, parking, or
holding calls. You also have separate audio controls.
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Call History makes it easy to view and return any
incoming or outgoing call as well as missed calls.
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Reach allows you to place calls from the internal
Allworx system contacts list or your local contacts
contained in your phone or tablet. As you dial a number,
Reach searches all your contact lists for any matches,
improving your calling productivity. You can also see
every Allworx system user’s presence along with the
status of their Allworx phone and Reach device.
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Manage your voicemails with ease. Listen to any
message in any order you choose, and forward or
create new messages with effortless prompts.

Because Reach is an Allworx-created solution designed exclusively to work on Allworx systems,
setup is easy, it integrates seamlessly, and works flawlessly.
Reach is a new licensed option within every Allworx server installed with System Software 7.5.
Best of all, no additional hardware is needed for your system. Reach licenses are offered in
cost-effective groups for small or large implementations.

Get your license today!
Call 1-866-ALLWORX or visit www.allworx.com
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